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About This Executive Summary
This Executive Summary, and forthcoming comprehensive Field Guide, brings to life the design and planning process, themes, and
recommendations from an intensive 18-month planning phase to imagine a system-wide approach to competency-based education
(CBE). This summary and Field Guide, to be released in early 2022, will provide colleges, higher education systems, and state education
agencies with a start-to-finish planning process to guide their own CBE efforts. So often, colleges or higher education systems choose
to dive into implementation without taking the necessary steps to set the vision and determine contextual fit. This Executive Summary
is designed to spell out the kind of process and sequential phases needed for college and or system transformation.
This planning process, developed by the Competency-Based Education Network (C-BEN), provides the framework for fully engaging faculty
and other stakeholders with the space to reimagine how the whole system enterprise, not just discrete interventions, can deliver flexible
education models. The leaders at C-BEN strategically guided KCTCS to think about how to structure learning for a dynamic road ahead
amidst a time of unprecedented change in our higher education landscape and today’s rapidly shifting labor market. The team at C-BEN
developed this CBE planning process after years of research and insights gained by working directly with colleges on their CBE journey.
The Field Guide and its Executive Summary were prepared by the documentation team to capture the process and guided phases for
how a system of colleges (in this case, the 16 colleges comprising the Kentucky Community and Technical College System) addressed
this important question:
What would a new flexible educational delivery system for offering education, student support, and technology infrastructure look
like for KCTCS?
The documentation approach utilized a mixed-methods research and documentation framework. The documentation team anchored
the overall documentation within decision theory, focusing on the process and the factors that most influenced success or produced
constraints across the 18-month planning period. The team attempted to understand what, why, and how the design, structure of the
project, and the multi-level teams accomplished their goal of exploring the feasibility of a new educational delivery model.
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Project Background
As is well documented, the world of work is drastically shifting even more quickly as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The economy is
increasingly dynamic, demanding new and more advanced skills from workers, requiring most adults to have a postsecondary credential.
One-third of students attending college are over the age of 25, and 64 percent continue to work while they are in school.1 In Kentucky,
like other states, the pandemic exacerbated trends already happening. The changing nature of work is shortening the shelf life of jobspecific skills. These impacts will be felt disproportionately by people on the lower end of the economic ladder. Many learners will face
long-term limited career opportunities without flexible and accelerated education delivery models.
Today’s learners need to have an opportunity to connect what they already know with what they can do in order to be served by flexible
programs that provide quality learning, leading to high-quality employment and career advancement. As community and technical
college leaders in Kentucky were seeking ways to respond to this reality, it is not surprising that a partnership emerged with C-BEN, of
which KCTCS is a founding member. As a network of professionals dedicated to effective, efficient, and equitable outcomes for learners,
C-BEN works to demonstrate how competency-based education (CBE) can produce successful outcomes for learners. C-BEN believes
competency is the key to unlocking the talent that learners bring with them, to align programs with employer demand, and to structure
pathways that embed wraparound supports. However, moving from the current state to CBE implementation requires a thoughtful
planning process that engages cross-functional teams and leadership.

Today’s Student (2019). Lumina Foundation. Retrieved from: https://www.luminafoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/todays-student.pdf
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Project Background cont.
KCTCS leaders recognized the need to explore and create a new educational model to meet desired outcomes, such as increased
enrollment rates, increased completion rates, and program offerings more in-tune with industry, that better meet the needs of current
and potential KCTCS learners. This recognition led to an interest in exploring a new flexible educational delivery model. ALIGN—
Knowledge and Skills for the Future of Work was designed to support the consideration of more flexible offerings that focused on skills
and competencies over an 18-month planning period, leading to the development of 17 recommendations focused on how KCTCS as
a system and individual colleges can improve the ways learners are taught and supported, enhance employer partnerships, and help
learners with their goals to transfer and/or secure a job upon completion of a credential.

We designed ALIGN to look at everything we are doing from a learner-centered perspective from the ground
up. We’ve understood that we need to be ahead of the curve and innovate instructional delivery models to
meet the future of work. As a system of 16 colleges, we must shape the future…or it will shape us.
Dr. Kris Williams, Chancellor, Kentucky Community & Technical College System
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C-BEN’s Planning Process and Six Phases
C-BEN is extremely proud to partner with the Kentucky Community and Technical College System and
lead it through a comprehensive planning process, exploring the viability of competency-based
learning. Kentucky’s community and technical colleges have long been leaders in innovation. Over the
past 18 months we have supported the system to explore and consider the complex challenges facing
learners and employers and the skills and competencies needed to navigate a dynamic landscape.
Dr. Charla Long, President, Competency-Based Education Network

The ALIGN planning process consisted of six phases. These phases were designed and developed by C-BEN and implemented by the
Facilitation Team, over the course of 18 months, to strategically guide the collective group of stakeholders through a process of inquiry
and ways to reimagine teaching and learning. These phases were designed by C-BEN to activate the decision-theory based process to
ensure faculty and staff-comprised strand teams could learn about CBE, understand the current state of KCTCS data and outcomes,
research best practices, and draft recommendations outlining how CBE could be considered, if adopted, within its general education,
technical education, and workforce solutions offerings. C-BEN helped the strand work groups take into account how the programs
and the student support systems, business services, information systems, technology, human resources, and other internal systems
could be evolved to add flexible CBE models. Importantly, C-BEN guided a comprehensive process for colleges to analyze their own
data. The data analysis led to the development of comprehensive recommendations that spanned the entire learner experience. More
comprehensive detail will be included in the full length Field Guide to be released in early 2022.
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C-BEN’s Planning Process and Six Phases cont.
PHASE

PHASE

WHAT IT IS: Work with executive leadership to discuss how a
CBE initiative could align with strategic goals and create highlevel intended outcomes, as well as a framework for who should
be involved in the planning process and communication plans to
ensure transparency. Secure any necessary resources to conduct
the planning process. Assemble the structure and leadership team
needed for executing the planning process and working toward the
goal of creating an implementation plan.

WHAT IT IS: Convene a broad group of stakeholders, including
learners, faculty, staff, employers, and state and community
agencies, to determine how CBE can serve each audience. Based
on feedback, create a shared vision and value proposition for
each stakeholder group that should be vetted with the diverse
audiences and then shared widely to broaden engagement.

1 Project Framing

HOW IT WORKS: KCTCS established the facilitation team,
developed the workplan, and socialized the early concept among
college, system, and Commonwealth stakeholders.

2 Vision Setting & Sharing

HOW IT WORKS: The facilitation team worked with the President’s
Leadership Team (PLT) to name the initiative and established
the vision and broad guideposts for the eventual model, such as
applicability to all modes of delivery, including face-to-face, online,
and hybrid models. The vision of ALIGN is to: Explore and create
a new educational model; align to the knowledge and skills most
relevant to state, regional, and local workforce needs; propose
a feasible plan for potential implementation that identifies the
financial and human resources needed; and aim for system-wide
adoption and sustainability in the General Education, Technical
Education, and Workforce Solutions programs.
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C-BEN’s Planning Process and Six Phases cont.
PHASE

3

Identifying Current &
Future State

WHAT IT IS: Evaluate the current state and effectiveness of the
current model. Evidence should be gathered from both academic
and non-academic areas and from any external partners who
can provide insights. Facilitate a process to specifically define
what a competency-based model might look like in both the
system and institutions. Define key terms by developing a shared
lexicon to ensure consistency throughout the potential adoption
of competencies and assessments across the curriculum and
departments.
HOW IT WORKS: In order to identify the current state, more
than 100 members of the faculty and staff working on ALIGN
co-developed a comprehensive internal survey to guide the
development of a potential CBE model. The survey tool was
designed to understand: (1) any competency-based instruction
already occurring, and in which sectors; (2) current student
outcomes like retention and persistent rates; (3) an inventory of
current courses and number of KCTCS credentials and microcredentials offered; and (4) percentage of faculty with explicit
learning outcomes in their courses. One finding was that KCTCS
colleges offered more than 200 different general education
courses and nearly 500 certificates. ALIGN leaders learned that
competencies are repeated in several courses that are part of the
same program.

PHASE

4 Researching Best Practices

WHAT IT IS: Review existing literature, toolkits, and field guides to
further develop and expand on ideas for what the competencybased model should look like in practice. Participate in fact-finding
sessions with others who have implemented CBE and investigate
related activities happening in your region.
HOW IT WORKS: The C-BEN consultant team arranged four
external panels of faculty and institutional leaders with experience
in building and implementing CBE programs in other states. In
this way, strand members and leads had the opportunity to gather
information about what a future state model could look like at
KCTCS colleges and what elements of a new educational model
could contextually fit for KCTCS.
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C-BEN’s Planning Process and Six Phases cont.
PHASE

5

PHASE

Performing Gap Analysis

WHAT IT IS: Decide which resources would be needed to
implement the competency-based model by comparing the
current state to the desired future state using evidence collected
during phase 3 and 4. Resource planning at this phase examines
all areas of the institution to determine what financial, human,
technological, and communications resources, student supports,
and external affairs are necessary, detailing by each area why the
resources are needed to reach the defined future state.
HOW IT WORKS: Strand leads and the facilitation team convened
an interactive all-day working session to document and capture
what was learned from the internal survey and what design
elements (or ‘must haves’) should be included in the ALIGN model.
The distillation of the foundational model elements led to the
questions: What do we know today, and what is needed for the
future state in this gap analysis framework? The result of the
working session was the development of a critically important 29page ALIGN Summary of Strand Recommendations, which enabled
strand members to conceptualize new model elements.
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Proposing Recommendations
for Moving Forward

WHAT IT IS: Determine the specific steps that must be taken to
move from the current state to a competency-based future state,
placing recommendations in order of priority and completion.
Recommendations should be placed on an implementation
timeline, including if a phased approach would be best, along with
when and how any resources will be procured.
HOW IT WORKS: Supported by the work completed by the strands
and informed by stakeholders over the entire process, strand leads
and the facilitation team created a set of 17 recommendations
that includes examples and explanations of the current state, data
collected that supports the recommendation, the status of the
recommendation, and potential barriers with associated solutions.
Data collected that supports the recommendation is further
presented, if researched by the strand team.
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Project Stakeholders
ALIGN was shaped by key stakeholders, including KCTCS faculty and staff from all 16 institutions and the system office, students,
employer and industry partners, government agencies, and other Commonwealth constituents, who collaboratively participated in a
guided 18-month planning process, with support from national experts.

ALIGN Project

Statewide Advisory Council
→ Employers
→ Foundations
→ K-12 Leadership
→ Workforce agency
→ Governor’s Office
→K
 CTCS representatives
(students, faculty,
administration)
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Presidents Leadership Cabinet
→D
 elivery and Programs Action
Team (Executive Sponsor)

Four Faculty & Staffled Strands of Work

Facilitation Team

→B
 usiness, Processes
and Services

→ Chancellor’s Office

→C
 urriculum and Learning
Transformation
- General Education
- Technical Education
- Workforce Solutions

→C
 hief Academic Officers
Council liaison
→S
 tudent Services
Council liaison

→ Information Technology

→ C-BEN expert practitioners

→ Two Chancellor’s Fellows

→B
 arbara Endel Consulting
documentation partner
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ALIGN Summary Timeline
p r e- l au n c h p h a s e

Flexible
learning module/
CBE project
conceptualized
march

Planning grant
from Ascendium

april

2020

l au n c h p h a s e

Vision setting

september

100+ faculty and
staff organized
into 4 working
groups
o c to b e r

wrap up

System self
assessment/
data analysis

f e b r ua ry

New Model
foundational
elements
defined
april

Initial ALIGN
Report released

september

System review
of ALIGN Report
and Final Report
released
o c to b e r

Determine next
steps

n ov e m b e r

2021

This high level timeline showcases the pre-launch, launch, and wrap up highlights that occurred across the project.
P R E- L AU N C H P H A S E
This phase built buy-in to the initial idea among key stakeholders at the system office, colleges, and in the state. This phase also
included engaging in the grant proposal process and building the external consultant team to support faculty and staff.
L AU N C H P H A S E
The launch phase included all of the C-BEN planning phases and referenced key moments in time when major activities were completed,
such as when the vision was established and extensive college data was reviewed as part of defining the current state.
WRAP UP
The final planning phase in Fall 2021 elevated the value of the recommendations and underscored that the entire planning process
yielded more than imagined about how to enhance the learner experience across the entire college enterprise. The system review
process allowed for further clarification on key topics. Decisions about what comes next are being determined by the colleges and
system leadership.
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Major Themes
Six themes were analyzed and synthesized from the documentation framework as the strand members participated in the structured
process. These emerged given the dynamic evolution of the ALIGN project and comprise the major drivers from observing KCTCS’s
participation in the C-BEN planning phases over 18 months.

THE MAJOR QUESTION: Can CBE be effectively planned for scale across a state community college system?
The answer: Yes. And, a phased implementation approach across a three to four year timeline is most realistic.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: Undertaking the design and possible implementation of a system-wide CBE model, KCTCS anticipates a phased
approach to scaling CBE. The capacity and commitment to innovate and support dynamic changes across the system is possible, but
not every college is operating within the same conditions of readiness.

The ALIGN project provided us an opportunity to take a hard look at ourselves to determine
how we can streamline our processes to become more efficient and student friendly. Our goal is
always to do what’s best for students. It’s extremely important that we support what our business
partners need as well, which is getting students through the pipeline quickly. That’s why I’m
excited about the possibility of flexible learning models that can be prototyped and scaled.
Dr. Paul Czarapata, KCTCS President
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Major Themes cont.
Integrated Career Clusters for competency-based
program models is one of the most significant
recommendations and innovations from this project.
Faculty, staff, and student services are currently siloed.
If implemented, CBE faculty and staff working on CBE within
General Education, Technical Education, Workforce Solutions,
and Student Services would come together to fundamentally
reshape the delivery of learning for students.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: For early adopter colleges, faculty and
staff from the selected programs for CBE would collectively
determine the skills and competencies needed for programs
and then re-design and contextualize the curriculum in an
integrated way. The skills and competencies would be vetted with
relevant employers, ensuring content development is not done
in isolation. If implemented, these career clusters would include
General Education faculty who would support the development of
competencies and contextualize their course materials.

CURRENT STATE
GENERAL
EDUCATION

WORKFORCE
SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

EMERGING ALIGN MODEL

GLOBAL INTAKE PROCESS
INTEGRATED LEARNING COMMUNITY
CASE MANAGEMENT LEARNER SUPPORT
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Major Themes cont.
The system office structured the planning project to be
extremely inclusive of faculty and staff.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: The 16 college presidents nominated more
than 100 faculty and staff from every college to be engaged
throughout the entire planning process and to research and
develop the recommendations. Each college had faculty and
staff engaged within four strands of work to concurrently develop
the recommendations and communicate the progress with their
college leaders and peers.

One of the most important outcomes from planning
was analyzing the system’s comprehensive data. This
alone resulted in a significant number of staff and
faculty understanding the fuller picture (many for the first time),
catalyzing action, and elevating the need for change.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: More than 100 faculty and staff surveyed
200 data questions across all departments and colleges. The
combined analysis revealed key trends for student outcomes,
including revealing that there are 489 certificates currently being
offered. This data analysis process showcased just how differently
each college works to reach the same goal.
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Major Themes cont.
KCTCS and college leaders consulted with external
stakeholders, including large-scale employers, to
ensure endorsement before beginning and consistently
communicated the value and implications of the planning project.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: The 16 college presidents nominated more
than 100 faculty and staff from every college to be engaged
throughout the entire planning process and to research and
develop the recommendations. KCTCS leaders made calls to
this network to enlist support and membership. This group met
quarterly to provide updates and receive feedback.

CBE means different things to different people. The
term is often confused with online learning and elicits a
range of biases. It took several months to ensure most
faculty and staff had a shared understanding of what CBE is in
order to move forward.
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: The KCTCS ALIGN vision, project framing,
and shared language for the approach was used to define CBE and
provide contextualized examples. Expert panels from other CBE
colleges were recruited by C-BEN to help impart understanding for
the ALIGN teams, including defining CBE. This additional contextsetting helped the Kentucky colleges to develop a more meaningful
foundational model.
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Summary of ALIGN Recommendations
At the end of this extensive planning process, a set of 17 recommendations were developed by more than 100 faculty and staff
engaged in collaborative work across strands groups. The ALIGN strands include Business Processes and Systems (BPS), Curriculum
& Learning Transformation (CLT), Information Technology (IT), and Student Supports & Services (SSS). The CLT Strand was further
comprised of three sub strands: General Education, Technical Education, and Workforce Solutions. Recommendations for the
proposed ALIGN model were put forth based on majority agreement in support.
Credentialing Strategy
1. Evaluate Existing Certifications and Credentials
2. Design and Implement a Subscription Service Model for the ALIGN Model

IT

Credentialing
Strategy

IT

External
Engagement
Systemic
Drivers

IT

Shared Language
3. Create Integrated Career Clusters
4. Identify and Define a Shared Competency Set for Credentials
Assessment Repository
5. Develop Common Formative and Summative Assessment Tools

Shared
Language

THE LEARNER

Instructional
Learning
Journey

IT

Assessment
Repository
IT

Wraparound
Supports

IT

Wraparound Student Supports
6. Implement a Consistent Resource Center Experience for Students
7. Create and Implement a Case Management Model and Develop Learner Personas

Future
of Work

Instructional Learning Journey
8. Develop Contextualized Learning Experiences in General Education CBE Courses Within Integrated
Career Clusters External Engagement
External Engagement
9. Enhance External Engagement with Key Stakeholders
10. Structure College Leadership with Workforce Solutions Reporting Directly to the President
Systemic Drivers
11. Implement the ALIGN Model Using a Phased Roll-Out Approach
12. P
 rovide Targeted Professional Development Opportunities for Faculty to Build Capacity for
Implementation of the ALIGN Model
13. P
 rovide Faculty with Access to CBE Instruction and Curriculum Design Experts to Develop Capacity
for Program and Curriculum Development and Instruction within the ALIGN Model
14. Systemically Promote Cultural Diversity and Inclusion
15. Recognize Faculty Time and Expertise for Responsibilities within the ALIGN Model
16. G
 uarantee Faculty Load in First Year of Implementation of the ALIGN Model at Each College
17. R
 esearch, Adopt, and Implement a Comprehensive Technology Solutions to Support Students and
Staff Throughout their Time with KCTCS
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How to Get Started
STEP 1:

Review the forthcoming ALIGN Field Guide, which provides
insights and information to other states, systems, or colleges that
may be interested in exploring a CBE planning process similar to
that of KCTCS.

STEP 2:

Prepare for institution or state-wide conversation by convening
a meeting with leadership to review the value proposition of
CBE models and gain buy-in. For technical assistance and
consultation, contact the team at the Competency-Based
Education Network (www.cbenetwork.org).

STEP 3:

Convene a meeting with the executive team and/or cabinet to
review the guide and talk through the potential to engage in a
planning process.

STEP 4:

Discuss the value proposition of CBE with key stakeholders, such
as employer partners, college leaders, faculty, and staff.

STEP 5:

Design a planning process specific to your institution’s needs.
For questions about the planning process or for consultation and
technical assistance, contact C-BEN at www.cbenetwork.org.
For information specific to KCTCS, contact ALIGN@KCTCS.edu.
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About the Organizations
Competency-Based Education Network (C-BEN)
is a network of institutions, employers, and
experts committed to unlocking the potential of
competency-based learning to ensure education
and training is more flexible, responsive, and
valuable. C-BEN is the go-to source on competencybased learning—home to experts, researchers,
practitioners, and institutional leaders who are
reimagining education and training systems and
helping others design and build high quality
programs. Through their work, C-BEN aims to
advance the understanding of competency-based
learning, accelerate its development and scale,
develop and maintain quality standards, and remove
barriers to its continued growth. Dr. Tiffany Denton,
Senior Consultant, and Dr. Charla Long, C-BEN
President, were lead consultants, joined by Amber
Garrison Duncan, C-BEN Executive Vice President,
supporting the KCTCS ALIGN project. Dr. Denton is
a board-certified behavioral analyst with doctoral
designation and has extensive experience building
CBE programs in both higher education and workbased settings. Dr. Long, is co-author of The
Leader’s Guide to Competency-Based Education and
has been recognized by The Chronicle of Higher
Education as one of the Top 10 Most Influential
People in Higher Education for her work in
competency-based education.
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Kentucky Community and Technical College System
supports its 16 colleges in their individual and
collective efforts for student success.
KCTCS’s mission is to enhance the quality of
life and the employability of the citizens of the
Commonwealth by serving as the primary provider of:
→ College and Workforce Readiness
→ Transfer Education
→ Workforce Education and Training
More than half of KCTCS students dream of
completing an associate degree and transferring
to a four-year institution. Others want to earn a
credential that will lead to a good paying job, and
a few thousand more dream of getting customized
training that will help them advance in their field. No
matter the path they choose, it is KCTCS’s mission to
help them succeed.

Ascendium Education Group is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization committed to helping people reach
the education and career goals that matter to
them. Ascendium invests in initiatives designed to
increase the number of students from low-income
backgrounds who complete postsecondary degrees,
certificates and workforce training programs, with an
emphasis on first-generation students, incarcerated
adults, rural community members, students of color
and veterans. Ascendium’s work identifies, validates
and expands best practices to promote large-scale
change at the institutional, system and state levels,
with the intention of elevating opportunity for all.
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